AL SPECIALIST SYLLABUS

TEST AUTOMATION – ENGINEERING
Test automation is expected to help run many test cases consistently and repeatedly on
different versions of the system under test. But test automation is more than a mechanism
for running a test suite without human interaction. It is a process of designing the testware.
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Preparing for test automation means also defining requirements for the system under test to
make sure that the test automation runs smoothly.
One chapter deals with a generic test automation architecture that represents the layers,
components, and interfaces which are then further defined into the test automation architecture
for a particular test automation solution.
Other chapters deal with the implementation and rollout of a test automation solution, metrics
and reporting, the transition of manual testing to an automated environment and verifying of
automated test environment components.
Also continuous improvement and test automation is one topic that is covered.
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TEST AUTOMATION – ENGINEERING
LEARNING
OBJECTIVES
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ALTA-E-1.1.1

(K2)

Explain the objectives, advantages and limitations of test automation

ALTA-E-1.2.1

(K2)

Identify technical success factors of a test automation project

ALTA-E-2.1.1

(K4)

Analyze a system under test to determine the appropriate automation solution

ALTA-E-2.2.1

(K4)

Analyze test automation tools for a given project and report technical findings and
recommendations

ALTA-E-2.3.1

(K2)

Understand "design for testability" and "design for test automation" methods applicable
to the SUT

ALTA-E-3.1.1

(K2)

Explain the structure of the gTAA

ALTA-E-3.2.1

(K4)

Design the appropriate TAA for a given project

ALTA-E-3.2.2

(K2)

Understand the importance of a TAA that separates test definition from test execution

ALTA-E-3.2.3

(K2)

Explain design considerations for a TAA

ALTA-E-3.2.4

(K4)

Analyze factors of implementation, use, and maintenance (requirements) for a given TAA
scheme

ALTA-E-3.3.1

(K3)

Apply the generic TAA (gTAA) in the construction of a purpose-built TAA using predefined
components

ALTA-E-3.3.2

(K2)

Explain the factors to be considered when identifying components for reuse

ALTA-E-4.1.1

(K3)

Apply guidelines that support effective test tool pilot and deployment activities

ALTA-E-4.2.1

(K4)

Analyze a given situation and identify technical risks, including framework approach, that
could lead to failure of the test automation project and address mitigation strategies

ALTA-E-4.3.1

(K2)

Understand which factors support and affect TAA maintainability

ALTA-E-5.1.1

(K3)

Apply methods for implementing automated metrics collection and report generation for
technical and test management requirements

ALTA-E-5.2.1

(K2)

Explain how measurement of the test automation can be implemented

ALTA-E-5.3.1

(K4)

Implement logging of test executions and test results (of both TAS and SUT data)

ALTA-E-5.4.1

(K2)

Explain how a test execution report is constructed and published

ALTA-E-6.1.1

(K3)

Apply criteria for determining the suitability of tests for automation

ALTA-E-6.1.2

(K2)

Understand the steps in the transition process from manual to automation tests

ALTA-E-6.2.1

(K2)

Explain the factors to consider in implementing automated regression testing

ALTA-E-6.3.1

(K2)

Explain the factors to consider in implementing automation within new feature testing

ALTA-E-6.4.1

(K2)

Explain the factors to consider in implementing automation for defect re-test

ALTA-E-7.1.1

(K3)

Verify the correctness of an automated test environment and test tool setup

ALTA-E-7.2.1

(K3)

Verify the correct behavior for a given automated test script and/or test suite

ALTA-E-7.1.1

(K3)

Verify the correctness of an automated test environment and test tool setup

ALTA-E-7.2.1

(K3)

Verify the correct behavior for a given automated test script and/or test suite

ALTA-E-7.2.1

(K3)

Verify the correct behavior for a given automated test script and/or test suite

FM-4.1.1

(K2)

Explain the difference between abstract and concrete test cases in the MBT context

FM-4.1.2

(K2)

Explain the different kinds of test execution in the MBT context

FM-4.1.3

(K3)

Perform updates of an MBT model and test generation caused by changes in
requirements, test objects or test objectives

FM-4.2.1

(K2)

Explain which kind of test adaptation may be necessary for test execution in the
MBT process

FM-5.1.1

(K2)

Describe ROI factors for MBT introduction

FM-5.1.2

(K2)

Explain how the objectives of the project influence the characteristics of the MBT Approach

FM-5.1.3

(K1)

Recall selected metrics

FM-5.2.1

(K1)

Recall good practices for test management, change management and collaborative work
when deploying MBT

FM-5.2.2

(K1)

Recall cost factors of a working MBT process

FM-5.2.3

(K2)

Give examples of the integration of the MBT tool with requirements management, test
management and test automation tools
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